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Hence, this suggests that ZF-MCT can be regarded as an approximate mean-field theory. Our
theoretical predictions show qualitative similarities to the numerical data from Ref.

[@tanaka2003self], where the intermediate wave number $q^*$ and the transition are in a narrow
regime of $q$. The theoretical data from [@tanaka2003self] cannot yet be described quantitatively,

although a model interaction potential similar to that in the present paper and a truncation of
equations (\[eq:QS\]-\[eq:Q\]) based on the predicted $q^*$ and $T^*$ would yield good results.

This is the subject of ongoing work. Conclusion ========== We have numerically evaluated the
full frequency dependent density correlator (\[eq:Omega\]) and time dependent density correlator

(\[eq:Sigma\]) for the mode coupling theory for supercooled liquids. These are compared to the
simulation data from the mode coupling theory of memory functions of the density correlator

(\[eq:Q\]) from [@tanaka2003
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Olympics The 2016 Rio Olympics will feature over 7,000 athletes competing in 29 sports and 316
events, culminating with the happy day when the Brazilian flag is raised and the Olympic flame is

extinguished. This year, the United States will be sending a fairly large-profile delegation, with both
male and female headliners expected to make a big splash on the international stage. Which

athletes and teams will take home medals, and why? Here's a look at everything you need to know
to get ready for the Rio games. Who'll Win the Games? Olympic Sport Pidstryk Spain Medal Group

Group A Cross Country Running 30 Swimming 50 Track and Field 10 Cycling 50 Road Cycling 5 Track
Cycling 45 BMX Racing 5 Diving 10 Equestrian 5 Fencing 5 Football 6 Gymnastics 5 Hockey 6 Karate
5 Modern Pentathlon 5 Rowing 5 Sailing 5 Swimming 20 Table Tennis 5 Weightlifting 10 Wrestling 5

Biology Event Brazil United States Gymnastics 5 Team USA 3 Golf 5 United States 2 Archery 5 United
States 2 Aquatics 5 United States 2 Basketball 5 United States 2 Boxing 5 United States 1 Canoeing 5

United States 2 Cycling 5 United States 3 Volleyball 5 United States 3 Wrestling 5 United States 1
Athletics Event Brazil United States
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